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Serpico (1973) - Full Cast & Crew - IMDb
Serpico is an interesting and well written book about the struggles Frank Serpico faced while trying to be an honest cop among the corrupt practices which were ongoing at the time in New York City. His struggles ultimately led to the Knapp Commission and reforms at the NYPD, and set the stage for ethical reforms in policing across America.
Serpico
The movie "Serpico" is a very fine movie. It is important because it demonstrated that Al Pacino could carry a successful film as the star. The supporting cast was excellent as well.
Serpico: Peter Maas: 9780060738181: Amazon.com: Books
Trailer for Sidney Lumet's film. The Shakiest Gun in the West | Western Film | HD | Full Length | Comedy - Duration: 1:25:17. SHJNE - Love, Romance, Drama - Full Movies Recommended for you
Serpico - Wikipedia
The movie "Serpico" is a very fine movie. It is important because it demonstrated that Al Pacino could carry a successful film as the star. The supporting cast was excellent as well.
SERPICO - Trailer ( 1973 )
Francesco Vincent Serpico (born April 14, 1936) [ citation needed ] is a former New York City Police Department (NYPD) officer who holds both American and Italian citizenship.
Watch Serpico | Prime Video
Serpico is a sleek and personable paean to cutting-edge American dining. A collaboration with James Beard Award winner Peter Serpico, it’s a showcase for the chef’s ingredient-driven style, a playful yet familiar take on global cuisine that gently evolves with the seasons.
Serpico (1973) - Plot Summary - IMDb
Serpico (1973) cast and crew credits, including actors, actresses, directors, writers and more.
Serpico (1973) - IMDb
Serpico is a 1973 American neo-noir biographical crime film directed by Sidney Lumet, and starring Al Pacino. Waldo Salt and Norman Wexler wrote the screenplay, adapting Peter Maas 's biography of NYPD officer Frank Serpico, who went undercover to expose corruption in the police force.

Serpico
An honest New York cop named Frank Serpico blows the whistle on rampant corruption in the force only to have his comrades turn against him.
Amazon.com: Serpico (1973): Various: Movies & TV
Serpico is a cop in the 1960s-early 1970s. Unlike all his colleagues, he refuses a share of the money that the cops routinely extort from local criminals. Nobody wants to work with Serpico, and he's in constant danger of being placed in life threatening positions by his "partners".
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